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Analysis and Redesign of BannerWeb 

Using a poorly designed web site to perform complex tasks can be an exercise 

in frustration. This can be explained by Cognitive Load Theory (Paas, Renkl and 

Sweller Page 2) which says that when the intrinsic cognitive load is already high, 

adding additional extraneous cognitive load can overwhelm users and prevent them 

from accomplishing the desired tasks. 

As an example, consider BannerWeb (Fig. 1), the web site used to get 

registration status, choose courses, see schedules, pay tuition and handle many other 

school-related tasks. In my estimation, the site is poorly designed, both in the 

information architecture and the visual design. This poor design increases cognitive 

load and makes the site difficult to use. 

Analysis of BannerWeb 

The Information Architecture Institute defines information architecture as “…the 

practice of deciding how to arrange the parts of something to be understandable” (The 

Information Architecture Institute). An example of the poor information architecture of 

BannerWeb can be found on the login page (Fig. 1). The site visitor is presented with 

multiple ways to log in with no explanation of why they might choose WPI Username or 
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WPI ID Number. The WPI Username is called Windows Username in the bullet-point 

help above the login form. 

 

Figure 1 - Login page of bannerweb.wpi.edu - Accessed 12.4.2016 

There are two links and a button that offer to “Reset PIN”; the links open a page 

that tells you to use the button (Fig. 2). 
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Figure 2 - PIN Reset help page - Accessed 12.6.2016 - https://bannerweb.wpi.edu/wpi_help/help_pin.htm 

In a conversation with a Helpdesk person1, I was told that the PIN login is used 

mostly to set up the WPI Username which is what is required by most other WPI 

computer systems. Yet much of the login page, which does not require use of one’s 

WPI Username, is devoted to administering the PIN associated with this alternate 

method of accessing BannerWeb. 

                                            
1 Private conversation on or about 10.26.2016 
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Another example of the poor information architecture is the page accessed by 

the Student Services and Financial Aid tab from the tabbed navigation bar (Fig. 3). 

 
Figure 3 - Student Services and Financial Aid page - Accessed 12.4.2016 - 

https://bannerweb.wpi.edu/pls/prod/twbkwbis.P_GenMenu?name=bmenu.P_MainMnu&msg=WELCOME+%3Cb%3
EWelcome,+David+C.+D%27Antonio,+to+the+WWW+Information+System!%3C%2Fb%3EDec+10,+201606%3A34

+pm 

 

In point of fact, the page labeled as Student Services and Financial Aid does not 

itself contain any information regarding Financial Aid.  Rather, the only reference to 
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Financial Aid on the Student Services and Financial Aid page is a single link that reads 

“Financial Aid.”  The link leads a separate page “Financial Aid” page (depicted in Fig. 

4).  Given the absence of Financial Aid information on the page titled Student Services 

and Financial Aid, the page should not give prominence to the terms “Financial Aid” in 

both the tab name and the page header. Many of the links on the Student Services and 

Financial Aid page go to pages of links but those terms and links are not featured 

prominently in the tab name and page header. In addition, the Financial Aid page 

doesn’t have a corresponding tab in the tabbed navigation bar; the tab that does 

mention Financial Aid doesn’t contain the actual financial aid links. 

 

Figure 4 - Financial Aid page - Accessed 12.6.2016 - 
https://bannerweb.wpi.edu/pls/prod/twbkwbis.P_GenMenu?name=bmenu.P_FAApplStuMnu 

 

The tabbed navigation bar is on most, if not all, of BannerWeb pages. Users 

access many information pages on the site, such as Registration, far more often than 
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they visit the Financial Aid page, yet most of these oft-visited pages also lack 

representation on the navigation tabs. This lack of good information architecture 

requires the visitor to remember extra information which, in turn, increases extraneous 

cognitive load (Whitenton). 

Failing to conform to existing mental models of how tabs behave on web sites 

also increases extraneous cognitive load (Whitenton). Normally the selected tab is 

highlighted in some manner; this clearly tells the visitor to which tab the current content 

belongs. Yet the tabbed navigation bar (Fig. 5) has two tabs highlighted. Should the 

visitor select the Personal Info tab, they arrive at a different page (Fig. 6) with both tabs 

still highlighted. 

 

Figure 5 - Main tabbed navigation bar - Accessed 12.3.2016 - 
https://bannerweb.wpi.edu/pls/prod/twbkwbis.P_GenMenu?name=bmenu.P_MainMnu 
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Figure 6 - Personal Info page - Accessed 12.3.2016 - 
https://bannerweb.wpi.edu/pls/prod/twbkwbis.P_GenMenu?name=bmenu.P_GenMnu 

 

One way to reduce cognitive load is to build up schemas. These are defined as 

“cognitive constructs that incorporate multiple elements of information into a single 

element with a specific function” (Paas, Renkl and Sweller Page 2). In the case of 

WPI’s BannerWeb site, poor menu structure undermines the creation of schemas. The 

menu system undermines the schema creation process because the system does not 
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establish and maintain a clear relationship among the tabs, the pages and the links on 

a page. One example of a lack of a clear relationship between the links on a page is the 

Order Microsoft Software link under Personal Info. Although located on the Personal 

Info page, this Order Microsoft Software link bears no relationship to one’s personal 

information. 

A final example of how BannerWeb’s poor information architecture produces 

extraneous cognitive load is that the visitor must remember invisible context to 

understand the information BannerWeb displays on some pages. For example, If the 

visitor follows the Look-up Classes to Add link to search for classes, they must choose 

a semester—called a term by BannerWeb—in which to search. BannerWeb remembers 

that choice and should the visitor then use the Student Detail Schedule to view their 

schedule, BannerWeb displays their schedule for the previously chosen semester. 

Should the visitor choose a semester in the future, this can result in the visitor 

being told they aren’t registered if they haven’t yet chosen classes in that future 

semester. However, BannerWeb doesn’t show the saved semester choice so the visitor 

may well be confused if they are registered for the current semester. The visitor must 

remember the saved semester choice to make sense of the displayed information. This 

requirement to remember extra information increases extraneous cognitive load 

(Whitenton). 

There are numerous other issues including each of the following: 

•   multiple links with different text labels all leading to the same page 

•   context-sensitive menus in yet another location—the footer—provided on 

some pages but not others (Fig. 7)  
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•   links that display server error messages rather than useful information  

 

Figure 7 - Context-sensitive footer menu - Accessed 12.3.2016 

 

In addition to poor information architecture, I also believe BannerWeb lacks 

visual design consistency. Visual design is the use of imagery, color, shapes, 

typography, and form to enhance usability and improve the user experience (UX 

Booth). Having flawed visual design also increases extraneous cognitive load 

(Whitenton).  

For example, most links conform to single style (Fig. 8). This style is blue text 

when the visitor’s mouse is not over the link and WPI’s brand red text with underlining 

when the visitor’s mouse is over the link—known as the hover state. Once the visitor 

has clicked the link, it turns a purple colour when the mouse is not over it. However, 

some links are styled differently (Fig. 9); the link text isn’t blue and doesn’t change 

colour once clicked. Worse yet, some of the help text uses the same blue text colour 

as links but the help text is not a link (Fig. 10). All this weakens any schema the visitor 

might have created concerning links on BannerWeb. 

  

Figure 8 - Normal and "hover" styling for links - Accessed 12.4.2016  
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Figure 9 - Green underlined links – Accessed 12.3.2016 – Fragment of 
https://bannerweb.wpi.edu/pls/prod/twbkwbis.P_GenMenu?name=bmenu.P_StuMainMnu 

 

 

Figure 10 - Coloured help text - Accessed 12.7.2016 – Fragment of 
https://bannerweb.wpi.edu/pls/prod/bwskfshd.P_CrseSchd 

 

While there is an attempt to use WPI’s brand by placing an icon and logo in the 

header and by using WPI’s brand colour as the hover colour of links, most of the site is 

very plain. Many pages are laid out as a list of links with minimal styling and 

explanatory text provided in a very small font size below each link. When buttons and 

other form elements are present, they are also not styled. The lack of styling on 

BannerWeb results in different presentations on different platforms and browsers. 

“A group of German psychologists, following the lead of their founder Max 

Wertheimer, developed a group of theories of visual perception they referred to as The 

Gestalt Principles. These principles tried to describe how people perceive and process 

visual information” (Adorama Camera, Inc). The Gestalt principal of proximity states 

that a grouping of elements to creates a relationship or bond between those elements  

(Adorama Camera, Inc).  

While often applied to photography, the principal is also relevant to visual design 

and layout, generally, and to web design, specifically. In the case of the BannerWeb 

site, a lack of any grouping of the links on each page hinders the visitor’s ability to 

create a schema for the links on any particular page.  The resulting lack of schema for 

link navigation frustrates any attempt to reduce the extraneous cognitive load. 
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“Whitespace,” or “negative space” is the space between elements in a 

composition (Boulton). Passive whitespace creates breathing room and balance 

(Boulton) and active whitespace is “…whitespace added to a composition to better 

emphasize or structure, information” (Boulton). 

There is very little use of passive or active whitespace on most BannerWeb 

pages. This makes the site more difficult to read and interferes with any attempt to 

quickly scan a page. Preventing the visitor from scanning the page further increases 

the extraneous cognitive load required to use the site. 

Redesign of BannerWeb 

The extraneous cognitive load required to use BannerWeb can be addressed by 

redesigning the site. The redesign of BannerWeb presented below will improve both 

the information architecture and the visual design, including the use of whitespace and 

consistent styling of elements of the site. 

By implementing better information architecture, the need to remember extra 

information can be reduced and schemas can be created that assist the visitor in using 

the web site. The less information the visitor has to remember, the less the cognitive 

load (Whitenton). 

Adopting standard web visual design practices allows the visitor to use existing 

schemas derived from other web surfing experience. Good visual design includes the 

use of both active and passive whitespace, which can improve the readability of a web 

site as well as emphasize the structure of the information displayed thereon (Boulton).  
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The redesign makes use of Bootstrap 32, a widely adopted web framework.  

Bootstrap 3 is used on millions of web sites (Bootstrap 3) which can allow the visitor to 

recognize elements such as links, buttons and form fields from experience with other 

sites. Schemas created during these existing experiences can reduce the extraneous 

cognitive load (Whitenton) and make BannerWeb easier to use. 

The redesigned Login page (Fig. 11) reduces the visual clutter of the current 

BannerWeb Login page by having one login form centered on the page. The Gestalt 

principal of Equilibrium “explains our search for balance in everything we see.” 

(Apogee Photo Magazine). By placing the form in the center of the page surrounded by 

ample whitespace, the page is balanced and, thus, the visitor’s eye is drawn to the 

form elements.  

The WPI Username is used by most other WPI computer systems and so is the 

default choice. However, should the visitor want to log in using the PIN or need to pay 

tuition without logging in, these options are also available. By focusing the visitor’s 

attention on only one form extraneous cognitive load is reduced. 

The placeholder text inside each form field clearly explains what the visitor must 

enter and the icon next to the field conveys the same information visually. In addition, 

the small eye icon, , is used to hide or show the password. This can further reduce 

extraneous cognitive load by making it easy for the visitor to enter the password 

properly. 

                                            
2 Bootstrap 3 - http://getbootstrap.com/ 
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Other visual design elements include the WPI logo and a nice picture of a tree 

on campus. The tree is the central object in the picture; the logo to the right and the 

text welcoming the visitor to the left keep it in balance. The explanatory text is simple 

and is right next to the form to which it applies. Information on times when BannerWeb 

may be unavailable is at the bottom of the page; it can be referred to as needed but 

does not distract the visitor from completing the primary task of logging in. 

 

Figure 11 - Redesigned Login page 

The page to log in using a PIN (Fig. 12) is laid out in much the same way with the 

addition of a single link to reset the PIN. By keeping both pages nearly identical, the 
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visitor can reuse any schemas built up on either page to lessen extraneous cognitive 

load. 

 

Figure 12 - Redesigned PIN Login page 

Once the visitor has logged in, they are brought to the Student Services page 

(Fig. 13). The header is visually consistent with the Login page with the addition of the 

visitor’s name and a Logout link. The menu bar under the header has a Search box and 

underneath that is a Help button. This treatment appears on all other pages once the 

visitor is logged in giving the site a familiar user experience. This familiarity reduces 

extraneous cognitive load; the visitor can quickly find all these controls without needing 

to scan the entire page. 
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Figure 13 - Redesigned Student Services page 

The current page is displayed on the left of the menu bar in one of WPI’s brand 

colours. This colour is also used in the selected menu item marker —in this case, 

Registration — and in the warning symbols on the page, , furthering the brand 

identification. 

In this example page, the Registration menu has a submenu for actions related 

to planning and displaying schedules, and adding and withdrawing from classes. The 

other menu items, and any associated submenus, are similarly focused on a specific 

activity. Grouping tasks in a logical, rather than arbitrary, manner, is good information 

architecture (The Information Architecture Institute). It removes the need to remember 
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where to find a particular submenu item and removing the need to remember extra 

information certainly reduces extraneous cognitive load. (Whitenton). 

The contents of the page continue the theme of reducing extraneous cognitive 

load by showing the visitor relevant status information without requiring them to leave 

the page. The semester to which the information applies is clearly displayed as is the 

amount and type of credit earned and the visitor’s current program of study. 

The status items displayed use familiar and colours — red indicates action 

needed while green indicates everything is okay — and standard Bootstrap 3 icons 

(Bootstrap 3) to allow the visitor quickly scan the page for items needing attention. 

Should an item need attention, a button next to that item allows the visitor to fix the 

issue by taking whatever action is possible within the system. 

For example, if the visitor hasn’t checked in yet (Fig. 14), a button next to the 

message prompts them to check in without leaving the page. This reduces extraneous 

cognitive load because the visitor doesn’t have to interrupt their current task to 

remember how to fix an issue. 

 

Figure 14 – An issue with its associated action button 

As a final example, the Your Schedule page (Fig. 15) shares the same header 

and menu layout as the other pages, include the Search box and icons for Help and 

Logout. Unlike the current BannerWeb site, the selected semester is also shown to 

remind the visitor which semester’s schedule is being displayed. 
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Information on the current courses, including grading mode, level and on which 

campus the course will be held are all prominently displayed. The instructor’s name is 

also an email link —using the standard Bootstrap 3 link style—with the mail icon next 

to it as a visual cue to the purpose of the link. 

 

Figure 15 - Redesign of Your Schedule page 

 The schedule for each course is next to the course information; this uses the 

Gestalt principal of proximity to tie both sections together in the visitor’s mind 

(Adorama Camera, Inc). The course location, date range and time of the course are all 

in a bold font, which will draw the eye as the visitor scans the page. 
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The week grid next to the course time shows the days on which the course 

meets. The blocks use WPI’s brand colours and the visual layout is easier to 

understand for a visitor familiar with a typical week view of a calendar than writing out 

the days as words. Ease of understanding lowers the effective cognitive load of the 

visitor (Whitenton) thus making the page more effective in communicating the visitor’s 

schedule. 

In summary, I’ve shown how the existing BannerWeb site suffers from poor 

information architecture and bad visual design; these flaws lead to high extraneous 

cognitive load and make BannerWeb a difficult site to use. A redesign of the existing 

site using good information architecture as well as a more modern and consistent 

visual design, such as has been presented here, can lessen extraneous cognitive load. 

The lower overall cognitive load will make a redesigned BannerWeb a more effective 

and easier to use site.  
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